SINGLE COIL GENERATOR
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Fig. 1
A current carrying conductor
produces flux in counter clockwise
direction

Fig. 2
A current carrying circular conductor produces
flux in CCW direction on left side and in CW
direction on right side so that flux produced
on inner surface will be of one type and flux
on outer surface will be of opposite type.

Fig. 3
Core is arranged on a coil having several turns so that
inside of the core faces only one type of flux ( S pole
in the above fig) and outer surface faces other type
of flux. (S pole passes through the coil and induces
N pole in outer portion of core)

A current carrying conductor upright produces magnetic flux in CCW direction as shown in fig.1. If direction of current is reversed, it produces flux in CW direction. Hence
reversely if external magnetic field applied around the conductor is reversed in direction from CCW to CW and again CW to CCW, the conductor should generator a AC wave.
Similarly in a circular conductor (fig 2) if applied magnetic field is reversed in the same fashion as it produces when current is passed through it, then it will also generate
a AC wave.
Fig 3 shows the arrangement of coil and core in such a way that inside surface of the core receives one type of flux and outer surface receives opposite flux ie., in the same
fashion as the coil produces when current is passed through it from external source. When diametric magnet is rotated, the direction of flux changes inside and outside
of the coil at a frequency depending on speed of the magnet and number of poles on the magnet producing a very strong AC wave in the coil.
Since the lenz's flux try to eject out of the open end of the core (parts of the core), the rotating magnet may not experience slowing down lenz' forces. ( or it may experience
a very little force as Guylasun said in the case of a parallel core generator). So the energy supplied to prime mover is limited only to overcome friction and air drag.
I don't know whether this design is also done by Mr.Bedini or JNL labs.

ps : Building this generator is a very simple task. Take one circular iron strip, fix small iron plates inside and outside diameter of the strip corresponding to the poles on the
diametric magnet you are having, insert the coil on the iron strip and then rotate the diametric magnet inside the coil. You will get a AC wave in the coil.

Fig 4
Core and coil as seen from side

